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In 1966 Jack Brabham (1926-2014) became the first, and still the only, person to win a 

Formula One world championship driving one of his own cars. The BT19 was designed by 

Ron Tauranac and powered by a Repco Brabham engine (RB620) designed by Phil Irving 

and engineered by Repco under the supervision of Frank Hallam in Melbourne. While built in 

England, the BT19 was an all-Australian affair.  

 

Brabham's story is well known; an online search will brings up dozens of sites dedicated to 

him and his three Formula One world championships. The contribution of those who worked 

with him is less well known to the general public, if not to those interested in the history of 

Australian motorsport.1 With this in mind, the intention of the present paper was to account 

for the surprisingly widespread Australian involvement in international post war racing, 

focussing on Brabham, Tauranac and Irving with some consideration of Repco. Once in the 

Repco archive, however, my attention turned to the company itself and the development of 

its racing program. This research showed that Repco's commitment to racing was almost as 

old as the company, and was not a response to Brabham's 1963 request for a replacement 

for the Coventry Climax engine, as much of the literature suggests. It also showed that 

Repco's decentralised company structure, that encouraged personal initiative within its 

groups, may have been instrumental in providing the conditions under which a racing culture 

could thrive, a culture that was not necessarily nurtured for financial gain. 
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Robert Geoffrey Russell (1892-1946) and the Repco organisation 

In November 1922, 30-year old Robert 'Geoff' Russell registered Auto Grinding Company, 

an engine-reconditioning business he had established in a galvanised iron shed at the 

corner of Gipps and Rokeby Streets in Collingwood.2 Catering to the growing automotive 

industry, the venture was successful, and in 1924 Russell moved to larger premises at 278 

Queensberry Street on the corner of Berkeley Street, Carlton, near the centre of Melbourne's 

motor trade, which clustered around the top end of Elizabeth Street near the former 

Haymarket. In 1926 he and a friend Bill Ryan formed Replacement Parts Pty Ltd and a year 

later Russell Manufacturing Company was established in North Melbourne for piston-

grinding and finishing. The office for Replacement Parts moved to a more central location at 

618 Elizabeth Street in 1930, which fronted the Berkley street building. Carrying the largest 

stock of its kind in Australia, they invested in good point of sale design and customer 

relations and famously comprehensive catalogues; stock was always ready to hand, it was 

kept up to date and the staff were well trained, factors that explain 'the remarkable speed 

with which the right part comes to light when asked for'.3 In the four years from 1932 to 1936 

staff numbers increased from 50 to 150, premises grew and Repco extended its activities 

into the accessory and equipment fields. 4  The Elizabeth street premises were rebuilt. 

Replacement Parts (known as Repco from 1930 and incorporated as Repco Limited in 1937) 

expanded into regional Victoria (Sale and Hamilton) in 1932 and interstate to Tasmania in 

1933 when it purchased 50% of Edmondson's Auto Spares in Launceston, soon buying out 

the remaining 50% to create Replacement Parts (Tas). In 1941 Repco also acquired 

engineering firm A T Richardson and Sons. 

 

In 1930 Russell had bought 89-95 Burnley Street, Richmond and created a new company, 

Russell Manufacturing Co. Pty Ltd where they established a foundry to manufacture their 

own piston castings and piston rings, operating out of open sided buildings on the extensive 

Richmond site. Growth of the business and its foundry footprint continued during the war 

when it ramped up production to meet wartime demand.5 A new building on the corner of 

Burnley and Doonside streets was erected in 1942 that, along with the Auto Grinding and 

Elizabeth Street buildings, still exists. 6  So, from the earliest years Russell created a 

particular business culture - of manufacture as well as merchandising, of acquisition, 

decentralisation (which was a new idea at the time),7 experimentation and training that not 

only gave him considerable market advantage over his competitors but was to characterise 

Repco for years to come. Auto Grinding, Replacements Parts and Russell Manufacturing 

were the core around which Repco built its organisation. 
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John Storey (1896-1955) and industrial management  

Russell retired in 1945 due to ill health, and died the following year. In 1945 John Storey 

became Chairman of Directors and during his ten years at the helm Repco enjoyed a period 

of extraordinary growth. Storey was a supremely accomplished industrialist and 

businessman. In 1934 he had become director of manufacturing at GM-H, based in 

Melbourne, and joined the board. He supervised the erection of GM-H factories at 

Fishermans Bend (completed 1936), and Pagewood (1940) and the refurbishment of plants 

in Brisbane and Perth. Denis Nettle argues that Storey used his position as Director of 

Manufacturing at GM-H to try to persuade GM’s US management to allow Australia to 

manufacture its own car, both through advocacy and "through the way he adapted Sloan 

system management approaches to Australian conditions". For example:  

 

In the US GM had outplayed Ford through its ability to coordinate mass production of 

components from several plants to manufacture multiple models. Storey used these 

techniques to show how the coordination of small lot production of components 

across plants could also be used to efficiently produce cars in small volumes.8  

 

Storey was appointed a director on the board of Commonwealth Aircraft Corporation and 

during the war when the decision was made to undertake complete local manufacture of the 

Beaufort aircraft, Storey, having resigned from GM-H, was put in charge. Building the 

Beaufort bomber was one of Australian industry's more spectacular achievements.9 In this 

role 

Storey sub-contracted to some six hundred firms across Australia the production of 

components which were fed into seven sub-assembly workshops and, finally, the 

main assembly factories at Fishermans Bend and at Mascot, Sydney.10 

 

Thus, by the time Storey came to Repco he was highly qualified to transform the company 

'from a distributor and manufacturer of engine parts, rings and pistons into the largest 

integrated manufacturer and distributor of car components in Australia'.11 Importantly, in 

terms of the organisation's future, in 1949 he reconstituted Repco as a holding company with 

subsidiary and associated firms becoming self-contained units or companies within its 

overall structure.  

 

During the 1940s and early 50s Storey undertook an aggressive acquisition campaign 

bringing in successful manufacturing enterprises that complemented the core business of 

servicing the automotive sector. These included Patons Brake Replacements (1947), 

Warren and Brown, which included gasket manufacturer Brenco (1949), Precision Metal 
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Stampings (1949) Specialised Engineering Co (1950), P J Bearings (1952), Hardy Spicer 

(Aust) specialists in universal joints (1954), and piston manufacturer Brico (1955). At the 

same time Repco created new companies that sat alongside the acquisitions, including 

Repco Electrics (Replex 1946), Repco Cycles (1947), Repco Bearing Co. (1948) and 

others.12 It was a pattern that continued for many years and resulted in 'a strong Australian 

owned components sector, which meant that as large US component suppliers began to 

enter the Australian market in the 1950’s they were required to negotiate with Repco'.13 

 

In 1970 when interviewed about Repco’s success, then Managing Director Peter Rosenblum 

referred to these owned and affiliated companies as ‘profit centres’, terminology that had 

been coined by Austrian-born American management theorist Peter Drucker in about 

1945.14 In 1943 Drucker had conducted research on the GM organisation and in his findings, 

Concept of the Corporation, published in 1946, he used the term ‘federal decentralization’ to 

describe the way GM was organised around a number of autonomous businesses each 

under is own manager. A factor in its dominance over Ford by the late 1920s was the way in 

which Alfred Sloan, unlike Ford, had embraced the idea of management and welded his 

‘undisciplined barons’ into an effective management team. 15  Similarly, under Storey's 

leadership, Repco's structure could be likened to that of 'federal decentralisation', in that 

when a new company was acquired, it continued to operate as before and its manager 

became part of the larger management team. Storey also adhered closely to the "line and 

staff" management principles he had encountered at GM-H.16 Not surprisingly given this 

background, Storey established a close relationship with Holden, in the supply of parts, such 

that, according to Murray and White, "Repco rode on the Holden's back to spectacular 

growth".17  

 

Charles McGrath (1910-1984) and Repco Racing 

The acquisition strategy adopted by Repco had to do with enhancing core business and 

lessening dependencies on outside resources. But from the 1930s there emerged another 

field of enterprise that was not core business but did bring Repco local recognition and 

eventually, international fame. This was racing.  

 

In 1934 Repco sent Charles 'Dave' McGrath, who had begun as a messenger boy at the 

company in 1927, to re-organise the Launceston business along Melbourne lines, which he 

did with great success. McGrath, a motorcycle enthusiast, assembled a riding team from his 

engineers who eventually included Frank Hallam, Gordon Dangerfield and George Wade 

and the business attracted other keen motorcyclists for parts and advice.18 During the war 

McGrath used his own initiative to expand the Launceston workshop to manufacture engine 
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bearings and other components essential to the war effort. The bearings business eventually 

became a separate company in the established Repco manner.19 Repco management was 

impressed with McGrath and in 1946 he relocated to Melbourne to assist the joint managing 

director O R Wadds.20 This position gave him access to Storey, and with Storey's backing 

his rise through the organisation thereafter was fairly seamless. In 1947 he was appointed 

general manager of Replacement Parts, director of Repco Ltd in 1948, director of sales in 

1952 and managing director under the chairmanship of Storey in 1953.21 Storey died in 

1955, and following the death of his successor W T Richardson in 1957, McGrath was 

elected Chairman of Directors.22  

 

The significance of McGrath to this story is I believe, paramount. He was a racing 

enthusiast, and fellow enthusiasts Wade and Hallam joined him in Melbourne and Hallam 

was to have a central role in the development of racing engines as chief engineer of Russell 

Manufacturing (1955) and chief engineer of Repco in the engine parts group (1959).23 When 

McGrath stepped down as managing director in 1967, the Financial Review noted: 

 

Just as triple world champion Jack Brabham has steered the Repco-Brabham to 

numerous racing circuit victories, so Mr. McGrath has led Repco through a period of 

dramatic growth.24 

 

The identification of Repco with racing was complete: but how had it come about? 

 

Horace Charles (Charlie) Dean (1914 - 1985) and Repco Research 

As McGrath, Hallam and Wade were settling in, a memo of November 1946 Storey informed 

staff that 'a new department of the business was created to manufacture specialised 

automotive electrical equipment' to be under the management of Charles Dean. 25 

Replacement Parts had established a workshop at 50 Sydney Road, Brunswick, during the 

war 'to manufacture some electrical test equipment'.26 They also sold ‘Ajax’ battery chargers 

that were manufactured by a small operation set up by Dean soon after the war in rented 

space in Elizabeth street, opposite Repco.27 Importantly for this story, Dean was a racing 

enthusiast who had built his first special at the age of 17. He also developed an interest in 

electric vehicles, an enthusiasm he shared with Russell who advised him on setting up in 

electric charger production; it was Storey who made the offer in 1946 to incorporate the 

business into Repco. Dean was appointed manager, with products using the trade name 

'Replex'.28  
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This acquisition, however, was unusual - Repco usually acquired businesses with track 

record, assets and some standing as successful enterprises. Dean's business was relatively 

new and had not yet established any market prominence although Dean was said to design 

and manufacture 'the first "fast" battery chargers in Australia'.29 What is significant is the fact 

that throughout his 27-year career at Repco, Dean's line manager was nearly always 

McGrath and a number of important decisions about the Repco engines discussed here 

seem to have been Dean's that had McGrath sanction. 

 

Replex was not financially successful until it began to produce electric wheel balancers, 

which while important for the day to day automotive industry were also critical in racing.  

Dean was responsible for this development and in 1951 Replex moved from Sydney Road to 

larger premises in Weston Street, Brunswick where an assortment of existing buildings, 

including dwellings, was pressed into service. In 1960 they were all demolished and a new 

factory built.30 The Sydney road premises were therefore vacant and it was here that Dean 

had the space to develop and test cars.  

 

In 1946, the year he joined Repco, Dean had begun construction of what has become one of 

Australia's most successful early open-wheeler racing cars, the Maybach. It was not the first 

locally-designed open-wheeler. In 1929 Alan Chamberlain and his friend Eric Price built a 

special, now known as the Chamberlain 8, powered by a Daytona Indian motorcycle engine. 

Continuously modified thereafter it raced throughout the 1930s and briefly after the war.31 

But the Maybach was more sophisticated and more successful.  

 

Dean had bought a 1940 Maybach engine that had been used to power a German Army 

scout car captured from the Afrika Korps in the Western Desert and then shipped to 

Australia. 32  With Wade, Hallam and Jack Joyce from Repco, Dean designed and 

constructed a two-seater, sports racing chassis to house it.33 It debuted at the Rob Roy hill 

climb in November 1947 and over the next few years, during which time it acquired a body, 

and competed in hill climbs, speed trials and road races, including the 1948, 1949 and 1950 

Australian Grand Prix, and Bathurst in 1951. At the Rob Roy hill climb championship in 

November 1951 the Maybach set a new race record for its class, while newcomer Jack 

Brabham won the overall championship in a speed car of his own construction.34   

 

However, prior to this in June, Dean had sold the Maybach to driver Stan Jones but came to 

an arrangement with McGrath to house it at the Sydney Road premises now vacated by 

Replex, where he could continue to work on it - the benefit to Repco being publicity and a 

test bed for its products. The building also housed a Holden 48-215 used for testing Repco 
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components as well as young employee Paul England's Ausca special, then under 

construction.35 When Dean was sent overseas in 1951 to look at licensing agreements with 

firms in the USA he took time to visit the Maybach factory in Stuttgart and was surprised to 

learn they had heard of his Melbourne venture.36  Jones drove the Maybach with great 

success through 1952 and 1953, and in 1954 took out the New Zealand Grand Prix against 

significant Italian and British cars including Brabham in a Cooper Bristol.  

  

By this time, if not before, Repco had claimed the Maybach as its own. Indeed, in their 

literature they designated it the Repco-Maybach, presumably because of the quantity of 

Repco parts Dean used to modify the original engine.37 Two articles published by Russell 

Manufacturing in August 1954, proprietarily illustrated the rings, bearing, piston pins and 

pistons used in the car. Paton Brakes also helped out. The Maybach became at this time 

Repco's 'unofficial mascot'.38 After the New Zealand win Dean rebuilt the car as the single-

seat Maybach II in which Jones had initial success before he crashed and destroyed it in the 

November 1954 Grand Prix at Southport, Queensland.  

 

Phil Irving (1903-1992) and the racing engines 

Dean had been appointed chief automotive experimental engineer at Repco reporting to 

McGrath in 1954.39 A little later Phil Irving appears on the salary books. He had approached 

Dean, whom he had met years before at the racetrack, when he heard of plans to build the 

Maybach III on completely new, radical lines.40 He had been working with Chamberlain Bros 

(with whom Repco had close business connections through their Rolloy piston rings), on an 

engine for their famous Chamberlain tractor but now he was ready to leave.41 He was taken 

on in Dean's experimental division, but to do what is not clear. If it was to work only on the 

Maybach, which was essentially Dean's private project, Repco was being quite extravagant 

hiring him. But then again, Irving was easily the most credentialled racing engine designer in 

the country, so employing him was shoring up specialised resources in that field. 

 

Irving was over fifty and came with an established international reputation as an engine 

designer and author. He was a maverick, something of a loner, and over the years acquired 

an almost legendary status for engine design in the automotive world. After studying 

mechanical and electrical engineering at the Melbourne Technical College (RMIT 

University), and thwarted in his ambition for further study at Melbourne University, in 1922 

Irving obtained his first job with the eminent and brilliant Australian engineer Anthony Michell 

at the firm of Crankless Engines in Fitzroy.42 In 1930 he left Australia as a pillion passenger 

on a Vincent HRD and eventually fetched up in England. He spent the following nineteen 

years working for Velocette motorcycles where he patented a number of designs and with 
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Philip Vincent with whom he designed the legendary Black Shadow Vincent motorcycle, 

while during the war he designed a submersible lifeboat engine for the RAF. In the 1930s 

and 1940s, Irving wrote a technical column in Motor Cycling and he published several books 

of which Tuning For Speed was the most celebrated.43  

 

Dean and Irving started a new project, with the blessing of McGrath, to make rallying more 

lively. The new Holden had proved a boon to road racing and rallying which had been 

popular from the early 20th century.  Then the preserve of the few, the Holden made rallying 

accessible to many more Australians: 'engine tuners began to exploit the latent possibilities 

of the FJ Holden engine with such effect that they 'converted a fairly humdrum tourer into a 

respectable is not actually formidable device for sedan car racing'.44 However, as tuning 

required skills that not everyone had, Irving designed a high-power cylinder replacement 

head that produced enough power to make a ‘racing Holden sedan capable of over 115 

mph’.45 In 1953, Repco assisted the country's best racing drivers, Stan Jones, Lex Davison 

and Tony Gaze in the set-up of the Holden 48-215 they drove to 64th place in the Monte 

Carlo Rally. By 1956 Russell Manufacturing was running its own trials for its staff.46 

 

In the first issue of Repco Record, an in-house magazine McGrath established in September 

1956 to replace Storey's Repco Topics, there was a separate motorsport section, a feature 

that would continue well into the 1970s. Under the title 'stories of initiative' the issue reported 

on Irving's cylinder head, Paul England's Ausca, another private venture carried out on 

Repco premises with Repco staff, and Repco's support of PIARC in the establishment of 

which Irving was heavily involved. 47  In fact in the early years of Phillip Island circuit 

development, Repco support was rewarded with the naming rights to the ‘U’ bend opposite 

Grandstand Hill which became known as 'Repco Corner' while in 1955 Repco guaranteed 

PIARC a bank loan of £10,000 thus helping to ensure the circuit’s development was 

completed.48 In 1957 McGrath led a Repco staff team of 19 to assist at the racetrack during 

the races where Dean and Irving were 'directors of the meeting'. Both were on the PIARC 

committee, and Irving was vice-president.49 Irving's extensive involvement in motorsport, 

including his Mobilgas rallies in 1956 and 1957, was closely followed by Repco Record and 

his fame as the designer of the Vincent engine was a constant source of company pride.50 

By this time, sanctioned by McGrath, ably fronted by Dean, helped by the charismatic Irving, 

and operationalised by Hallam and his expert team, a diverse and vibrant racing culture was 

embedded in Repco. 

 

In 1957 McGrath had announced the formation of a 'central research establishment' with 

Dean in charge. Research had been important for Storey51 but it was under McGrath's watch 
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that Repco's potential for engineering research and product design (as yet unacknowledged 

in Australian design history), came to be realised. Dean's managerial duties included 

research in a broad sense, but his position also gave him the power to implement his own 

projects tucked away at the Brunswick site. He now embarked on the design and 

manufacture of a modest version of a gran turismo sports car. Like the Maybach it was 

originally a private project that was brought into the Repco fold with McGrath’s permission.52 

Perhaps it was the presence of former GM-H employee Tom Molnar on staff, whose 

extensive knowledge of car manufacture provided sufficient in-house skill to pull it off. It was 

of unitary construction like a big production car and its Hi-power cylinder head was tuned for 

racing. It was an expensive project and it's hard to see where the financial return would 

come from although it was assembled with a great deal of Repco product, a fact that was 

exploited for publicity. Fortuitously the 'Repco Record' car appeared in the race scene, shot 

at Phillip Island, in the 1959 film On the Beach and Repco made the most of the exposure.53 

It was also sent to New Zealand on a promotional tour in 1960.54 This project even more 

than the Maybach is indicative of a culture at Repco that encouraged innovative in 

motorsport. 

 

In 1959 Dean was appointed director of Repco Research, again reporting to McGrath, an 

independent entity within Repco to which all the other companies would contribute as 

required.55 It would seem that his independent projects and initiative suited the company. In 

1960 he joined the Board of Directors and in 1961 he became a divisional general 

manager.56 A purpose-designed research facility in Dandenong opened in 1960.57 In 1964, in 

an effort to encourage cooperation and 'freer exchange of ideas', between its various 

branches and groups, Dean was appointed Director of both Research and Engineering.58 By 

this time the RB620 engine was well under way. 

 

Repco and Formula 1: Brabham, the RB620 and its aftermath 

Up to this point Repco’s engagement with racing at both sports/racing car and production 

car levels, was primarily local with some overseas exposure in New Zealand. It became truly 

international through the agency of Jack Brabham in the late 1950s. Repco had established 

a presence at the 1957 Earls Court Motor Show, had set up a London headquarters at St 

James's Street in the West End at the same time, and, leased a warehouse in Surbiton two 

years later. From this base they expanded throughout Europe, USA, South America, India, 

South Africa and elsewhere.59The story goes that in 1958 Brabham approached the Repco 

stand at Earls Court and spoke to the Hardy Spicer representative about trouble he was 

having with the universal joints in his Cooper - at the time he was a works driver for Charles 

and John Cooper.  In Melbourne, Repco made special forgings for him and sent out ten kits 
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in time for the opening of the 1959 season in which Brabham won his first world 

championship. Repco therefore could claim some of the glory of his success.60  

 

In 1960, the year of his second world championship, Brabham decided to set up his own 

works to build sports and racing cars. He initially worked from a space rented from Repco 

and asked Ron Tauranac, a fellow racer from Sydney and brilliant racing car designer, to 

join him in England. His cars carried the Repco Brabham brand, irrespective of the engine 

used, as a result of a sponsorship deal between Brabham and Repco.61 

 

In the meantime the Tasman Cup had been introduced in 1964 and at the time the 2.5-litre 

four-cylinder Coventry Climax engine was the most popular and successful engine in 

contention. Brabham, who regularly drove in the Tasman, along with other British racers like 

Stirling Moss and Roy Salvadori,   

 

Enlisted the aid of Repco's resources to service and brake-test his Climax engines as 

well as supplying pistons, liners, bearings and so on as required, and this service 

was extended to other drivers. Eventually, the short-stroke 2.5 litre engine . . . was 

evolved [and] the job of supplying components to  keep the numerous 2.5-litre units 

in Australia in race-worthy condition was landed entirely on Repco.62 

 

As Graham Howard points out, Brabham's Australian Grand Prix wins in 1963 and 1964 

'were strongly Repco-based'63 or as Repco put it 'whoever wins a big race anywhere in 

Australia - or a small one for that matter - Repco is very likely to have had a share in it'.64  

 

However, the Climax engine was coming to the end of its life and according to Mike 

Lawrence, Brabham worked on Hallam to induce Repco to build a V8 replacement but how 

the decision was made and who made it is a moot point.65 If indeed Hallam were persuaded 

by Brabham, he would not have taken the decision alone and R A “Bob” Brown, head of the 

division in which Hallam worked, was an important player in the decision-making process. It 

might not have taken much to persuade Dean and McGrath and other board members to 

commit to the project. It belonged in Hallam's engine parts group, still headquartered in 

Richmond and in the normal way of things he would have chosen the team to design as well 

as test and build it. However, in late 1963, Irving was assigned the top-secret design job. 

Irving would not have been Hallam's choice, and the likelihood is that Dean chose him, 

although Hallam agreed to it.66 Dean was senior to Hallam and close to McGrath and his 

appointment to oversee both Research and Engineering might have been to keep an eye on 

the Repco-Brabham V8 engine project. Of course Irving had a track record. Howard's 
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detailed account of the V8 engine programme glosses over this issue, simply stating that 

Irving was in the 'parts' group with Hallam. But he was not there in the early stages of the V8 

development.67 In 1961 Dean had appointed him to the Research Centre in Dandenong, 

given him his own desk and what appears to have been a remarkably open remit that 

allowed him to travel to England to visit the Isle of Man TT (Tourist Trophy) Race and 

continue his writing.  

 

In January 1964 Irving was in London to work on the engine, for secrecy and also probably 

to keep out of Hallam's way. He spent the next 10 months there, liaising with Tauranac and 

Brabham and accessing specialist manufacturers. The engine was ready for its first test in 

Melbourne less than a year after the project began, and in September 1965 it was unveiled 

in Repco Record. There it was announced it would be built in two versions, a 2.5-litre 

Tasman Formula engine, and a 4.3-litre for sports-car racing.68  

 

As it turned out the engine was unsuccessful in the Tasman Cup, but the long game was to 

enlarge it to 3-litres so it could run in the Formula One World Championship in 1966 under 

the new rules.69  In April 1966 as the RB620, in its 3-litre form, was powering its way to 

Brabham’s third world championship, Repco formed a new company Repco Brabham 

Engines Pty Ltd at 87 Mitchell Street, Maidstone. Situated in the Engine Parts group under 

Bob Brown, a director of subsidiary Warren and Brown, it was formed 'to manufacture and 

market Repco Brabham racing and sports car engines' and to 'develop other high 

performance equipment for motor vehicles'.70 Hallam, then divisional chief engineer of the 

Engine Parts group, became the general manager of Repco Brabham Engines.71 A new 

engine, the RB740, was already under development; Irving had begun work on it but fell out 

with Hallam and left Repco early in 1966.72 In 1967 the RB740 saw success in the world 

championship with Denny Hulme first and Brabham a close second, Brabham again winning 

the constructor's championship.73 Repco made much of these wins: 

 

As we have said before, car racing is not our business; but central to our business is 

the technology required to design automotive parts and to produce them to the 

highest standards of precision and reliability. We believe it will long be a source of 

reassurance to our customers, our employees and our shareholders that in 1967/68 

engines completely designed and manufactured by Repco limited outperformed the 

world's best, in race after race.74 

 

Noticeably absent here was the reassurance of the profitability of Repco Brabham, and 

indeed Lawrence suggests that by this stage it was 'bleeding money'. Lawrence also 
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discusses the complications of the engine projects, the poor sales, the falling out between 

Hallam and Irving, the company's unrealised plans to build more engines and enter the 

international market in a major way, the lacklustre attitude to Repco promotion by both 

Brabham and Tauranac, and much else. Given the devolved nature of Repco's companies, 

Hallam was responsible for the financial success of Repco Brabham Engine Co and it was in 

trouble.75   

 

For the 1968 season Repco Brabham developed a new engine to meet the competition from 

the newly developed Ford Cosworth DFV V8 but it was not a success. It picked up some 

points in the Indianapolis 500 but, rather than develop it further, the company abandoned the 

project. But by this stage the Repco board was having serious doubts about the huge 

expense entailed in trying to keep ahead of an increasingly sophisticated opposition and 

decided to withdraw from Grand Prix racing.76 On 12 December 1968, Repco Brabham 

Engines was transferred to Manufacturing Division III with Hallam as general manger 

reporting to Dean.77 A few months later, in April 1969 Hallam was transferred out of the 

engine section and moved to Repco Research to enable him to concentrate fully ‘on new 

product development with the new title of Chief Automotive Research Engineer’. 78 

Importantly for this story he was to be ‘undisturbed by current engine projects’.  

 

At the same time, Dean was charged with creating a new entity from the residue of the V8 

project at Maidstone; the Repco Engine Development Co.79 Rather than desist from racing, 

Dean suggested that Repco return to production cars.80 Dean once again called in Irving, 

now in his late sixties, to provide the design expertise to transform the recently developed 

Australian-designed Holden V8 engine into a racer for stock or production cars with a 

capacity limited to 5-litres.81 Working with a newly assembled team, Irving modified the block 

and head castings of the Holden engine and filled it with special components designed by 

Repco, bringing it up to the mark for the new Formula 5000 class. Frank Matich won the 

1970 Australian Grand Prix in record time at Warwick Farm NSW driving a Repco-Holden 

powered McLaren M10B, the first of numerous successes for this engine.   

 

Conclusion 

Charlie Dean retired in 1973 and the engine-manufacturing program ended not long after. 

Although Repco continued to be involved in racing, for example, sponsoring the Repco 

reliability trial in 1979, its ambition to be a player on the world stage as a designer and 

manufacturer of racing engines was over.  

 

Surveying the evidence thus far it appears that Repco’s racing programme was coterminous 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ford_Cosworth_DFV
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Holden_V8_engine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/McLaren
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with Dean’s employment and that as head of Research, under which umbrella much of the 

racing development was carried out, he, together with McGrath, played a substantial role in 

its development. The de-centralised company structure, which gave leeway to an individual 

manager’s discretion, aided him. Furthermore, while Repco argued that the financial outlay 

for its racing programme was rewarded with global brand recognition, its effect on the 

profitability of the company has yet to be assessed. If, as legitimacy theory suggests, a 

corporation ‘must act in congruence with society’s values and norms’82 then Repco’s racing 

programme might have been nurtured more for its perceived impact on a nation that places 

a high value on sporting achievement, particularly in the international arena, than for 

financial gain.  
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